DR. FUNNY BONES

Museum Quality Exhibit & Programming

Dear Event Coordinator,
Experience North America’s most unique Hands-On Educational (and
Entertaining) Program! Let us take you and your participants on an
interactive exploratory journey of hippology. Almost everyone thinks they
are interacting with Dinosaur bones and are amazed when the learn that it’s
not. We can accommodate a variety of needs and group sizes, and with over
25 years in outreach programming experience we guarantee an exceptional
presentation. Dr. Funny Bones has traveled the world and is a featured
program at the Calgary Stampede, don't miss out on this very edutaining
experience!

What is Dr. Funny Bones?
Our Dr. Bones Module is an indoor/outdoor…good weather/bad
weather… cross-platform program that is designed to bring experiential
learning in a fun and interactive way. Discover the differences between a
paleontologist and an archaeologist while participating in an authentic dig.
Participants examine the process and factors that lead to the discovery of
bones while they unearth, analyze, classify and assemble a full size skeleton.
Watch participants work individually and as a team while they problem solve
the puzzle of assembly. You will be amazed at how much fun they have
while they learn and understand about form and function by actually
handling the bones and joints.

3 Program Options Available:
 WORKSHOP CLINIQUE: Working with a single group unit we will
“Dig and Build” the skeleton right at your location. Program length is
approximately 90 minutes long. (Team Building activities skip the dig)
 THE BONE SHOW: A 25 minute interactive hands-on show designed
to accommodate multiple groups. Participants learn about anatomy while
having their funny bone tickled. The presentation is targeted for kids of
all ages. A Great Family show to add to your event.
 EXHIBIT MODULE: A fully interactive display that can be located at
one location, or mounted on wheels and moved around. Rather than
fixed scheduled presentations, we interact with participants as they come
and go. Participants can come and go as they please and stay as long as
they like.
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